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What is Cardano Gold $CARGO?

Cardano Gold $CARGO is the 1st Store of Value on 

Cardano.
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We burned the 10%, so the 9,000,000 $CARGO is a finite number of 
tokens that will ever exist. 

The Concept and Philosophy

Cardano Gold has incorporated Satoshi's initial vision with the 
emerging power of the Cardano blockchain.

We are merging the two best crypto use cases: Store of Value and 
NFTs. 

Fair Launch

Cardano Gold $CARGO did not have private sales, pre-sales, ISPOs, 
IDOs. Cardano Gold is a community-driven project.      

$CARGO is a token on the Cardano blockchain with 

a very low total supply. Only 10,000,000 tokens 

were minted. 

Cardano Gold $CARGO token will become a valuable, fully 
decentralized medium of exchange with the many use cases in the 
future. The NFTs will play an important role in the Cardano Gold 
ecosystem development process.

Goals
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LIQUIDITY

25%

5%

TEAM 
MEMBERSTOKENS

BURNED

10%

$CARGO tokens minted: 10,000,000 $CARGO

$CARGO tokens burned: 10% – 1,000,000 $CARGO

Cargo Miners CNFTs Holders: 60% – 6,000,000 $CARGO

Liquidity: 25% – 2,500,000 $CARGO

Team Members: 5% – 500,000 $CARGO (1% will be distributed to the early 
CNFTs collections holders in 2024)



Cargo Miners CNFTs

 
60% (6,000,000) of the $CARGO tokens total supply is shared among 
the Cargo Miners CNFTs holders each year for the 9 years.

$CARGO tokens are distributed directly to the CNFTs holder’s wallets. 
The distribution is made on the 1st of December each year.

The first $CARGO distribution for the Cargo Miners CNFTs holders 
will be on the 1st of December 2022.

The amount of $CARGO tokens to be distributed among the CNFTs 
holders each year:

2022: 1,000,000 $CARGO     
2023: 1,000,000 $CARGO
2024: 1,000,000 $CARGO     
2025: 1,000,000 $CARGO
2026: 500,000 $CARGO       
2027: 500,000 $CARGO
2028: 500,000 $CARGO       
2029: 250,000 $CARGO
2030: 250,000 $CARGO

Cargo Miners Policy ID: 
6fdc748438ab4a180fa521761d4c1bce1fd34ff96a06a1312286057f
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5,000 Cargo Miners CNFTs were minted.



Cardano Gold Treasury

Cardano Gold Treasury is the management tool for the development of 

the Cardano Gold ecosystem and its future progress.
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Decentralization and Governance 7

Being a community-driven project without VC funding, Cardano 
Gold has accomplished many goals so far, paving the way for 
decentralization and handing down the governance to the community.

Following the tokenomics, 5,000 Cargo Miners CNFTs were minted.

Taking into calculation the 1 million $CARGO tokens that were sent to 
the eater address, the CNFTs holders will get (in the next 9 years) 
66.66% of the $CARGO that will ever be in circulation.

This transition phase, which will take some time considering the 
Cardano Gold concept, is based on working closely with the community. 

The essential part of it is bringing the best Governance model for each 
voice to be heard, the proposals to be made, discussed, and voted on.
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The Path

Cardano Gold $CARGO is one of the earliest Cardano projects and 
tokens minted ($CARGO v1 in October 2021).

We went a long way. We have appropriately addressed the current bear 
season, crypto market turmoil, and the Cardano major upgrades. 
Together with the community, we have shown remarkable 
resilience and determination.

By following the smart and exciting strategy, the Cardano Gold concept 
and the use cases will bring long-term value to the Cardano Gold 
ecosystem and the $CARGO token in the future.
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